
G54AOR – Algorithm Design and Operations Research
MODULE FEEDBACK – Semester 1, session 2008-2009
Lecturer: Dr. Dario Landa Silva

This feedback corresponds to the OR part of the module which was assessed through a
combination of one piece of coursework (20%) and examination (30%).

GENERAL STATISTICS G54AOR

Students Enrolled: 23
Submitted Coursework: 20
Present in Examination: 23
Coursework Mark Average: 7.5 (out of 20 marks)
Examination Mark Average: 23.3 (out of 50 marks)

After combining and scaling the Algorithms Design and the Operations Research marks:

Overall Mark Average: 52.9
Distinction: 7 (30.4%)
Merit: 4 (17.4%)
Pass: 2 (8.7%)
Fail: 10 (43.5%)

Total: 23 (100 %)

FEEDBACK ON COURSEWORK

In general, most of the class did well in the coursework and obtained above15 out of the 25
marks available. Some were affected by marks reduction due to late hand-in. The highest
mark was 24.5 and the lowest (among those who handed-in coursework) was 2.75. Below
there are some specific comments about the answers to each question.

Q1A
a. The key point is to clearly explain the relationship between the graphical and the simplex

method, and illustrate this relationship by solving step-by-step the given problem.

b. Of particular importance is to mention that like the graphical method, simplex also seeks
corner points to improve the objective function. While the graphical method searches the
feasible region by trial and error, simplex does it finding CPFs (corner point feasible).

c. An excellent answer would demonstrate deep understanding by making a step-by-step
comparison between the graphical and algebraic interpretations in the graphical and the
simplex methods respectively. It is important to achieve full marks that the explanation
is clear and presented in a format that is easy to follow (graphically and textually).

Q1B
d. The key point is to clearly explain how the simplex method works and illustrate this

relationship by solving step-by-step the given problem. It is also expected that an overall
description of the rationale of the method is clearly described.

e. The step-by-step illustration must correspond to the simplex method, not any other way
to solve the problem. The answer must show the key steps of the method such as adding
constructing the augmented formulation, doing optimality test, solving for basic feasible
solution, etc. using the corresponding tableau.

f. An excellent answer will clearly illustrate the method and its steps in a format that is
easy to follow. The solution obtained after applying simplex to the problem must also be
the correct one.



Q2A
a. The key point in the answer is to identify that the given formulation does not prevent

the formation of sub-trees. This can also be supported by following the rationale of the
greedy MST algorithm which ensures all unconnected nodes are added iteratively.

b. The answer should also tell how to modify the formulation but the new model must be
general, i.e. written as a general algebraic expression. The key issue is to include an
expression that looks at the subset of unconnected nodes.

Q2B
c. By applying the modified formulation to the given problem, an Excel worksheet should

be provided which then generates the correct solution to the given MST problem (length
should be 5.2). The key point is that the Excel model must correspond to the modified
formulation given in the answer to Q2A.

Q3A
a. The key point in the answer is to provide an Excel model that corresponds to the

algebraic formulation given for the problem. That is, the number of decision variables,
constraints and calculation of objective function should be as given in the formulation.
The model should provide the correct optimal solution to the given problem every time
the solver is executed.

b. The Excel worksheet should be neat and easy to understand. The groups of cells
corresponding to parameters, decision variables, calculations, objective function, etc.
must be well identified with colour and/or specific formatting.

Q3B
c. The explanation should cover the design of the worksheet, i.e. what parts of the model

correspond to parameters, decision variables, constraints, objective, etc.

d. The description should also give instructions on using the model to solve the problem
and interpret the results obtained. Any relevant clarifications about the model should be
explained.

e. A clear subsection on sensitivity analysis is key in an excellent answer. The overall
rational of what is sensitivity analysis should be outlined. Although, there are many
aspects of the solution that can be further analysed with sensitivity analysis, the answer
should pick an example and explain how changing the values of some parameters in the
problem would allow the user to conduct a ‘what if’ analysis.

FEEDBACK ON EXAMINATION

The overall performance in the examination was good with almost half of the class obtaining a
2.1 class mark just in the exam alone. Out of 75 marks available in the exam, the maximum
obtained by a student was 50 and the minimum obtained was 8.

Question by question, the key points that the correct solutions should include are given below.
A description of the most common issues in which marks were lost is also given for each
question in the exam. This will help to understand the comments given in the marked exam
scripts.

Q4A

The solution should be X1=7.5. X2=4.5, Z=105.

– Unique corner point – some identified more than one optimal corner point which is
incorrect.

– No verify – graphical solution given but not verified by solving using the algebraic method.
– Precision – lack of precision and clarity in the graphs despite the special paper provided.
– Incomplete – incomplete graph, objective function or constraints not drawn.
– Incorrect intersection – constraints (2) and (3) intersect for the optimal solution.



Q4B

The solution is to move objective function and make it parallel to constraint (2). The new slope
should be 1, so then Z=8.75X1+8.75X2.

– Reasoning OK – at least the segment of line where Z must lie was well identified.
– Incomplete – no new profit calculated, no new slope of the line calculated.
– No key issue - key point is to make objective (line Z) parallel to the segment identified

above.
– Wrong assumption – model is LP, no indication given in problem statement of the

contrary.
– Verify constraints – solution given only based on Z but ignoring the constraints.

Q4C

The solution is to move constraint (1) downwards until it touches point (4.5,7.5) then the
modified constraint is X1+2X2 <= 19.5.

– No key issue – the key point is to bring the constraint (1) down until it touches the
optimal point, from there the availability can be found.

– Some idea – only a brief reference given to moving the constraint down as explained
above.

– Reasoning OK – only a brief explanation of the issue was given but no detailed solution.
– Incorrect calculation – actual reduction in availability is not quite accurate.

Q4D

The solution is that the slope of the objective function must be in between the slopes of
constraints (1) and (2) because only the same corner point ensures that X1>0 and X2>0 while
Z is maximised. Then, a possible objective function is Z=6X1+8X2 among many others.

– Reasoning OK – the issue of setting the slope of Z was outlined.
– Incomplete – the actual profit, illustrative graph, or clarification about range of profits not

given in the answer.
– No key issue - no mention of the changing the slope of Z based on the unique corner

point.

Q5A

The solution must give decision variables for amount of cold and hot foods (real), for selection
of cols and hot foods (binary), for selection of sites, indicate indexes correctly, indicate an MIP
model is required.

– Incomplete – something missing among all decision variables, their bounds, binary and
real variables, mentioning MIP model.

– Indexes bounds – incorrect or no indication of the range for indexes i,j.
– Model type – incorrect or no indication of the model type.
– Cold vs. hot – no differentiation in the model about between decision variables for hot and

cold foods.

Q5B

The objective function should involve the cost of preparation and cost of setup (fixed charge)
using the correct decision variables and involving all hot and cold foods.

– Explain – no description of the terms in the objective function.
– Partially incorrect – some terms in objective function are incorrect but good idea given.
– Indexes – range for i,j are incorrect of missing in the function.



Q5C

The model should include around 9 constraints: minimum calories, maximum calories, fat
calories, proportion hot/cold foods, time for site A, time for site B, linking binary and fractional
decision variables.

– Linking variables – no link constraint given between binary and fractional decision
variables.

– Site constraint – incorrect/missing constraint ensuring only 1 site is chosen for each food.
– Cold vs. hot – not ensuring that the right variable is assigned to the type of food.

Q6A

The solution is a model with the objective function that adds profits and 5 constraints: limit
capacity of each knapsack, ensure each item assigned to one knapsack, limit overall weight,
limit the weight in each knapsack, non-negativity constraints.

– Item to only 1 knapsack – this constraint is missing in the model.
– Sum all assignments – constraint about the overall weight TW is incorrect.

Q6B

The solution should be a tree structure that represents how each item can be assigned to one
knapsack.

– Unclear structure – not evident how many branches there are and what each branch
represents, particularly the relation between K and N.

– Use indexes – to show that the tree has a relation to the model.

Q6C

The solution gives three additional constraints: one summing the alternative values (R1, R2,
R3) multiplied by binary variables, another one ensuring the sum of the 3 binary variables
equals 1, another one ensuring the sum of items in knapsack 1 and N are the same.

– Alternative values constraint – an incorrect expression given for the condition on the
alternative number of items.


